CATERING/ENTERTAINMENT

ARAMARK CORPORATION
Serving the NYU Community since 1975, ARAMARK/NYU TOP OF THE SQUARE catering is a full-service catering provider located at the NYU Kimmel Center, at 60 Washington Square South. Featuring exquisite food, incredible presentation and unsurpassed services, Top of the Square offers customized menus and event planning services, with special sustainable and organic menu selections. Whether a drop-off for a casual lunch for 10 or an elegant dinner for 500, Top of the Square proudly serves the finest catering that New York City has to offer. The Top of the Square i-Buy site offers you a comprehensive array of catering ordered from the convenience of your desktop. Over 300 menu offerings are available to order via the site. Prices shown indicate NYU contract pricing. Need a quick breakfast set-up or coffee/danish for a meeting? Try the Quick Start Breakfast offering or the Executive Breakfast selection. Order frequently? Top of The Square via i-Buy remembers your last order so you can easily reorder items.

Catering Category: Casual to Semi-Formal

ESPRIT EVENTS, INC.
Serving the NYU Community since 1989, Esprit Events (formally Village Crown) offers exceptional food, prepared with only the freshest ingredients, delivered on time to your office or other location for any occasion. Each event they cater is different. You can get just what you need through the Esprit Events Group: Casual catering through Esprit Events Catering and full-service upscale catering through Esprit Events; OU Kosher - with a choice of meat or dairy through their two completely separate kitchens; Simple drop-off delivery or fully staffed events; Special menus for Shabbat and the Holidays available

Catering Category: Casual to Formal

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Serving the NYU Community since 1996, Food For Thought specializes in all aspects of catering and event planning. For over a decade FFT has created innovative, tasty and authentic dishes which are exquisitely presented. Food For Thought event planners work with each client to create a customized menu with selections tailored to their specific needs. Wait staff attends to each event with unmatched service ensuring guests are greeted and cared for with the utmost attention. Lattes & More was designed to accommodate casual lunch deliveries, drop off party platters and any other last minute catering needs. A wide array of selections from a simple continental breakfast to a gourmet lunch is available. Minimum Food Purchase of $300.00

Catering Category: Casual to Formal

Phone: 212-998-4690
Fax: 516-931-7360
Contact: MILTON SARMIENTO
Type: CORPORATION

Phone: 212-207-3888
Fax: 212-207-8567
Contact: ELLEN VAKNINE ellen@villagecrown.com
Type: CORPORATION
> Visit website

Phone: 212-929-4689
Fax: 212-929-5194
Contact: STEVEN SOTLAND steve@foodforthoughtnyc.com
Type: SMALL
> Visit website
FOOD IN MOTION
Serving the NYU Community since 1989, Food in Motion will take you step by step through the party planning process, giving you all the information and encouragement you need. Although their website launched fairly recently, Food in Motion has relied on word of mouth advertising for over twenty years. They have catered cocktail parties from 30 to 3000 guests and dinners from 10-1200 guests. Food In Motion takes great pride in serving fresh handmade food and products from local farms; they believe the food should speak for itself. Food in motion will not just help you plan a menu, but also provide staff for everything from coat checks to coffee service. They will do it all except take the compliments you will receive at the end of your event.

Catering Category: Casual to Formal

GREAT PERFORMANCES
Serving the NYU Community since 2000. The love of food at Great Performances is rooted in seasonal, local and artisanal ingredients. In season, much of the produce used comes from their own organic farm in the Hudson Valley, Katchkie Farm. They have close relationships with neighboring farms that make cheese, raise livestock, and produce specialty items. Each menu is tailored to match the taste and requirements of the individual event. Their presentation is designed to enhance the dining experience while introducing an element of food art and drama. Great Performances specializes in party planning and catering for special events that require critical review and attention/devotion to details, but it is also a company that focuses on small, intimate gatherings with craftsmanship.

Catering Category: Semi-formal to Formal

NEUMAN’S KITCHEN INC
Serving the NYU Community since 2000, Neuman’s is the only New York City caterer to win the prestigious ACE Award for catering excellence as well as numerous special events industry awards. Whether providing elegant drop-off services or full-service catering for VIP cocktail parties and seated dinners, Neuman’s brings a team of attentive planners and culinary professionals to every event. Highly experienced in conference and meeting planning, Neuman’s guarantees that the largest and most complex multi-day programs will run smoothly. Planners collaborate with clients to create menus that satisfy the most diverse and discerning clients. Specialties include house-baked sweet and savory pastries, imaginative sandwiches and spectacular hors d’oeuvres. Clients rave about Neuman’s homemade potato chips and cheese straws. Inquire about local and sustainable menus as well as customized NYU branded food and décor.

Catering Category: Casual to Semi-Formal

Phone: 212-766-4400
Fax: 212-766-4402
Contact: LLOYD OR MICHELLE
foodinmotion@nyc.rr.com
Type: SMALL
> Visit website

Phone: 212-727-2424
Fax: 212-727-2820
Contact: DEAN MARTINUS
dean.martinus@greatperformances.com
Type: WOMEN
> Visit website

Phone: 212-228-2444
Fax: 212-780-9338
Contact: ROBERT SKELLY
r.skelly@neumanskitchen.com
Type: CORPORATION
> Visit website
CATERING/ENTERTAINMENT

SUPPLIER INFORMATION

STEVEN BROWN CATERERS INC

Serving the NYU Community since 1989.
Steven Brown Caterers is a full service catering company working throughout New York City, catering events ranging from sit down dinners and holiday parties to the simpler drop-off Cocktail, Lunch or Dinner events. They offer a variety of dishes featuring distinctive American cuisine with ethnic infusions of fresh herbs and spices. Food is served in ways that are unique and creative. Steven Brown Caterers provides caring and friendly professionalism; their dedication to quality expresses itself in all areas of service: -Corporate and Private Menu Planning -Event Planning -Professional Wait Staff -Beverage Service and Equipment Rental

Catering Category: Casual to Formal

THE GREY DOG’S CATERING

Serving the NYU Community since 2002.
From the time you call in your order, Grey Dog provides a knowledgeable catering person who will help guide you through the menu, and answer all of your questions. Friendly people will deliver the highest quality food at the time you want it, they will set it up for you and make it look beautiful to impress your guests. You will also see that included is everything you need from plates and napkins to bottle openers. No order is too large or too small. Although 24 hour advance ordering is required for most items, Grey Dog realizes that in today's business world; 24-hour notice is not always possible. For this reason, a portion of the menu can be prepared and delivered in a matter of hours. Grey Dog staff is devoted to being present and available to their customers at all times.

Catering Category: - Casual to Semi-formal

ZAHARA’S CAFE & BAKERY INC.

Serving the NYU Community since 2005.
Creative Food (Zahara's Cafe & Bakery) has been offering innovative food for over 15 years in the New York City area. As a full service caterer, they provide a complete range of services for any type of event. Creative Food guarantees consistency, dependability and attentive service. Their event planners and chefs take pride in providing you with an event tailored to reflect your personal taste, style and budget. Their elegant style of different cuisines along with impeccable service can transform an ordinary event into something extraordinary.

Catering Category: Casual to Semi-Formal